PROGRAM SCHEDULE
1987 ANNUAL MEETING

November 11 - November 14, 1987 -- Le Grand Hotel
"Criminology Today:
Comparative and Interdisciplinary Research and Practice"

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1987
9:00 - 5:00 Workshop on the Design and Use of the National Crime Survey (CARTIER A & B)
9:00 - 5:00 Meeting of the International Sociological Association (ST. LAURENT)

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1987
8:00 - 7:00 Registration (LE FOYER)
8:30 - 11:00 ASC Executive Board (ST. LAURENT)
8:30 - 12:00 Meeting Of Directors Of Criminal Justice Centers (REGENCY B)
1:00 - 5:00 Professional Employment Service (FIFTH FLOOR SUITE)
2:00 - 5:00 Book Exhibit (REGENCY A)

9:45 - 11:15 PANEL SESSIONS
1. Police and Community: Where Would the Parallels Meet? (CARTIER A)
2. Rethinking Fear of Crime (CARTIER B)
3. Correlates of Re-offending (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
4. Rape Law Reform: Its Impact on the Criminal Justice System (VITRE)
5. Issues in the Administration of the Death Penalty: Quantitative Research (LE ROYAL)
6. Causes of Crime: Theoretical Perspectives (NORMAND)
7. Comparative Police Issues (PLACE D'ARMES)
8. A Decade of Determinate Sentencing: Reviewing the Indiana Experience (AUDITORIUM)
9. Approaches to Released Offenders and Juveniles (DOLLARD)
10. Nonviolent Crime Involving Women: Gambling and Vice (BRE SOLES)
11. Criminal Justice and Indigenous Peoples (VERSAILLES)

11:30 - 1:00 PANEL SESSIONS
12. Program Strategies in Delinquency Prevention (LE ROYAL)
13. Perspectives on Criminal Justice in South Africa: Resistance and the Law (NORMAND)
14. Experimental Approaches to the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency in Childhood (CARTIER B)
15. Crime Surveys (DOLLARD)
16. Law Enforcement Hype, Media and Myths (AUDITORIUM)
17. Perspectives on Violent Crime by Age Group (VICTORIA/YOUVILLE)
18. Definition and Boundary Maintenance Explanations of Crime (REGENCY C)
19. Public Health Perspectives on Criminal Violence (PLACE D'ARMES)
20. The Police: Before and After Arrest (VITRE)
21. The Politics of Criminal Justice System Effectiveness (CARTIER A)
22. Female Delinquency (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
23. Explaining Crime and Clearance (VERSAILLES)

1:15 - 2:45 OPENING PLENARY SESSION
25. Presiding: Don M. Gottfredson, President
   The American Society of Criminology
   Welcome: Hon. Jean Dore, Mayor of Montreal
   Hon. Bernard Grenier, President Societe de Criminologie du Quebec and Judge
   Edwin L. Sutherland Award: Alfred Blumstein, Carnegie-Mellon University
3:00-4:30 PANEL SESSIONS

27. Structural Determinants of Women Abuse (DOLLIARD)
28. Integrating Criminological Theory (VICTORIA/YOUVILLE)
29. Criminal Justice Policy: The Potential for Change (CARTIER B)
30. Peacemaking: Observations and Experiences from the Field (NORMAND)
31. The Black Economy from International Perspectives (VERSAILES)
32. Tax Compliance: Alternative Perspectives (BRESOLES)
33. WORKSHOP: Making Mentoring Work for Women (CARTIER A)
34. Applied Criminology: An Interdisciplinary Approach to Delinquency Prevention, Control and Treatment (VITRE)
35. Recent Issues in Sentencing (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
36. Research Utilization: Drug Testing and Aids (AUDITORIUM)

4:45-6:15 PANEL SESSIONS

38. Legal and Moral Values in Delinquency (VERSAILES)
39. Research on Homicide (DOLLIARD)
40. Community Concept: Divergencies in Theory, Research and Practice (PLACE D'ARMES)
41. Perspectives on Corporate Criminality (LE ROYAL)
42. Delinquency, Drugs and the Press (CARTIER A)
43. Female Alcohol, Drug Use and Violence (VICTORIA/YOUVILLE)
44. Critical Perspectives on Law and Theory (VITRE)
45. Exploratory Models of Criminal Careers (NORMAND)
46. Issues in Capital Punishment (REGENECE B)
47. The Disposition of Mentally Disordered Offenders: Canadian Perspectives (REGENECE C)
48. International Perspectives on Law Enforcement (AUDITORIUM)
49. Quantitative Approach to Criminal Justice Analysis: American and International Perspectives (ST. LAURENT)

6:15-7:45 PANEL SESSIONS

50. Criminological Theory in History (CARTIER A)
51. The Individual in Policing (CARTIER B)
52. Politically Palatable Prevention: Routine Activity Strategies Bypassing the Criminal Justice System (REGENECE C)
53. The Plight of the Incarcerated Female Offender (REGENECE B)
54. Serial Murder: Applications of Social Science to Investigations (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
55. Experiments as Reforms: Replicating the Minneapolis Domestic Violence Experiment (VICTORIA/YOUVILLE)
56. Juvenile Gang Research and Public Policy in America (NORMAND)
57. Violence in Dating Relationships (LE ROYAL)
58. Police Stresses and Escape Mechanisms (VITRE)

6:15 COCKTAIL HOUR

LES COURANTS

Hosted by the Scientists' Institute for Public Information

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1987

7:30 Registration (LE FOYER)
8:00 Breakfast Meeting of the Editorial Board: Journal of Quantitative Criminology (ST. CHARLES)
8:30-8:00 Book Exhibit (REGENECE A)
9:00-5:00 Personnel Employment Service (FIFTH FLOOR SUITE)
8:00-9:30 PANEL SESSIONS

[NOTE: * indicates panels with simultaneous translation contributed by the Societe de Criminologie du Quebec]

59. Mentally Abnormal Offenders (AUDITORIUM)
60. Comparative Criminology/Criminal Justice Systems: Experiences from Asia (PLACE D'ARMES)
61. Police Personnel and Training Issues (NORMAND)
62. The Search for Missing Children (VICTORIA/YOULVILLE)
63. Aboriginal Criminal Justice in Canada (REGENCE B)
64. Effectiveness of Legal Responses to Drug Abuse (VITRE)
65. Women, Crime and Theory (LE ROYAL)
66. First-Line Supervisors of Police & Correction Officers: Attitudes, Selection, Training and Future Prospects (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
67. Justice Education Research Findings (VERSAILLES)
68. Ideology and Crime Control Policy (DOLLARD)
69. Crime Control and Contemporary Moral Crusades (REGENCE C)

8:00-9:30 ROUNDTABLE SESSIONS

70. Issues in Prosecutorial Discretion
71. Control Talk
72. Crime and the Media
73. Drug Testing of Offenders by Urine and Hair Analyses: Practical and Policy Implications
74. International Perspectives on Crime and the Criminal Justice System
75. Female Homicide Offenders
76. Issues in Historical Criminology

9:30-11:30 TOUR: LE CENTRE FEDERAL DE FORMATION
(adult institution)

9:45-11:15 PLENARY SESSION

77. Presentation of SELLIN-Glueck and AUGUST Vollmer Awards
   Presiding: Don M. Gottfredson, President
   The American Society of Criminology
   August Vollmer Award: JEROME MILLER
   National Center on Institutions and Alternatives
   Special presentation of the Sellin-Glueck Award by THORSTEN SELLIN to:
   MARC ANCEL, Chief Judge, Supreme Court, France

11:30-1:00 ROUNDTABLES

78. Violence Against Women in Domestic Disputes and Legal Strategies
79. Current Legal and Policy Issues Affecting Women
80. Cheap Ways to Lush Data: Large Scale Sample Surveys and Routine Activity Measures
81. Contemporary Patterns of Female Criminality
82. Pioneers in Police Science

11:30-1:00 PANEL SESSIONS

83. ASC National Policy Committee: Policy Propositions (PLACE D'ARMES)
*84. The Role of the Victim in the Canadian Justice System (AUDITORIUM)
85. Comparative Perspectives on Homicide (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
86. Rationality and Social Control (DOLLARD)
87. Sexual Abuse of Children (NORMAND)
88. The Correctional Officer Experience: Assessing the Demands (VITRE)
89. Dependent Elderly and Index Offenses (LE ROYAL)
90. Longitudinal Studies of the Development of Delinquency (VICTORIA/YOUVILLE)
91. Developments in Critical Criminology (REGENE B)
92. Urine Testing with Populations at Risk (ST. CHARLES)
93. Current Research in the Courts (REGENE C)

1:15-4:00 MEETING OF THE DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME
(LES COURANTS)

1:15-2:45 PANEL SESSIONS

*94. New Penal Policies in Canada: Principles and Applications (AUDITORIUM)
95. Comparative Dynamics of Ecological Structures of Crime (PLACE D'ARMES)
96. Treating the Addict Offender: Canadian Perspective (VITRE)
97. The Economics of Criminal Enterprise: Historical Interpretations (NORMAND)
98. Rape: Differences in Perception and Reporting (LE ROYAL)
99. Sensational Criminals (REGENE B)
100. Perceptual Research in Prisons (CARTIER A)
101. Punishment and Social Structure: Rates of Imprisonment and Economic Conditions in Different Countries (VICTORIA/YOUVILLE)
102. Educational Achievement and Delinquency (CARTIER B)
103. Neglected Aspects of Prisoner Litigation (DOLLARD)
104. Women and Crimes of Violence (REGENE C)
105. Restitution by Offenders: Theoretical and Legal Issues (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)

3:00-4:30 PANEL SESSIONS

*106. Francophone Criminology: Theory and Research (AUDITORIUM)
107. Criminological Research Using Multi-level Models (LE ROYAL)
109. Why Home Incarceration and Electronic Monitoring Developed in the United States (VITRE)
110. Community Responses to Drugs and Crime (PLACE D'ARMES)
111. Victims Assistance Programs and Projects (CARTIER B)
112. Policing: Traditions and Alternatives (NORMAND)
113. The Police from Inside (REGENE B)
114. The Violent Female Offender (REGENE C)
115. Evolutionary Biology and Law Abiding Behavior (VICTORIA/YOUVILLE)
116. Re-examining the Concept: Fear of Crime and Personal Safety (DOLLARD)

3:00-4:30 POSTER SESSIONS

CARTIER A
117. An Examination of Stress in Juvenile Corrections: Staff Perceptions
118. The Devil Made Me Do It: Peculiar Aspects of Violence Among the Mentally Disordered
119. Disaggregating Homicide Time Series
120. Criminal Justice in New York City
121. NOMINAL MEASURES OF REHABILITATION IN RELATIONSHIP TO SUBSEQUENT POLICE ARRESTS
122. Surveying Professionals on Tax Compliance: Response Rates and Estimation Bias
123. Correctional Officer Selection Rating System: A Development and Training Model
124. Politics and Ethics in Organized Crime Research
125. Survey of Forensic Psychiatry: New York State--1986
126. Video Interview With an Ex-Convict
127. The Prevalence and Incidence of Adult Arrest in California
129. An Attitudinal and Behavioral Study of Recoupment Procedures Relating to Defense Costs in Criminal Cases

3:00-4:30 POSTER/VIDEO SESSION

ST. CHARLES
130. Media, Myths, and Masculinization: Images of Women in Prison
4:45-6:15 PANEL SESSIONS

*131. Young Offenders Legislation in Canada: From Welfare to Justice? (AUDITORYUM)
132. Race and Imprisonment (PLACE D’ARMES)
133. Issues of Violence Against Women and Children: The Canadian Case (NORMAND)
134. Biological Correlates of Violent Behavior (VICTORIA/YOULLVILLE)
135. Perspectives on Terrorism (VITRE)
136. Specialization and Chronicity in Criminal Careers (DOLLARD)
137. Current Theory and Research on Prisons (REGENCE C)
138. Deterrence Revisited: The Effect of Official Sanctions on Disaggregated Measures of Crime (LE ROYAL)
139. Historical Criminology (CARTIER A)
140. Societal and Economic Structure: Effects on Crime (CARTIER B)
141. Correctional Issues: Current and Future (VERSAILES)
142. Lessons From the Investigation of Organized Crime (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)

6:15-7:45 PANEL SESSIONS

*143. Criminology in Europe (AUDITORYUM)
144. Good Time in Corrections: Issues for Research and Policy (NORMAND)
145. Women in the Corrections System (CARTIER B)
146. Crime and Justice in Africa: Selected Perspectives (VITRE)
147. Expanding the Boundaries of Deterrence (CARTIER A)
148. Cocaine-Heroin Selling: An Interdisciplinary Approach to Structural and Occupational Analyses (LE ROYAL)
149. Criminology Theory and Discipline: Where Have We Been And Where Are We Going? (REGENCE C)
150. Violence and the Police (DOLLARD)

7:30 COCKTAIL HOUR

Hosted by the Société de Criminologie du Québec, the Solicitor General of Québec, the Solicitor General of Canada, and the Department of Justice of Canada

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1987

7:30 Registration (LE FOYER)
8:00 Breakfast Meeting of the International Association for the Study of Organized Crime (ST. LAURENT)
8:00 Breakfast Meeting/Reception of the Edward Sagarin Institute for the Study of Deviance and Social Issues (VERSAILES/BRESOLES)
8:30-5:00 Book Exhibit (REGENCE A)
9:00-5:00 Professional Employment Service (FIFTH FLOOR SUITE)

8:00-9:30 PANEL SESSIONS

151. Findings: Improving Police-Prosecutor Relations (PLACE D’ARMES)
152. Corporate Violations and Regulatory Agency Response (DOLLARD)
153. Assessing Delinquency (VICTORIA/YOULLVILLE)
154. Routine Activities, Guardianship and Crime Prevention (NORMAND)
155. Peer Support and "Victimless" Crime (VITRE)
156. Expert Systems and Artificial Intelligence for Law Enforcement (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
157. Intended and Unintended Consequences of Crime Control Policies (CARTIER A)
158. Drug Use and Delinquency: Common or Independent Causes? (AUDITORYUM)
159. Women and Violence (CARTIER B)
160. Secondary Analysis of Criminal Justice Data: 1987 NIJ Summer Fellows (LE ROYAL)

9:30 COFFEE BREAK

Sponsored by Anderson Publishing Company
161. The State of Criminology: Three Perspectives
   Presiding: Don M. Gottfredson, President
   The American Society of Criminology
   Presenters: Joan McCord, Temple University
   Marie Andree Bertrand, Universite de Montreal
   John Braithwaite, Australian National University

10:00-12:00 TOUR: LA CITE DES PRAIRIES (juvenile institution)

11:30-1:00 PANEL SESSIONS

162. Examining White Collar Crime (PLACE D'ARMES)
163. Crime and Opportunity (CARTIER B)
164. Comparative Perspectives on Women as Victims of Violence (DOLLARD)
165. Crime Prevention and Environmental Design: Commercial Establishments
   (VICTORIA/YOUVILLE)
166. Jury Decisionmaking: Current Research (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
167. Protective Custody and Inmate Protection (LE ROYAL)
168. Theoretical Perspectives on Cross-Cultural Analysis (AUDITORIUM)
169. Prisons: Overcrowding in Correctional Institutions (VITRE)
170. Research on Federal Correctional Issues in Canada (BRESOLES)
171. New Approaches to Reducing Release Risks at the Pretrial and Post-Conviction Stages
   (VERSAILES)
172. Organized Crime in Canada (NORMAND)

1:15-2:45 PANEL SESSIONS

173. Classification in Correctional Settings (PLACE D'ARMES)
174. Behavioral Prediction and Criminal Justice Decisionmaking (LE ROYAL)
175. Controlling Women: The Female Offender and the Criminal Justice System (AUDITORIUM)
176. Research on the Effect of Prison Industry Programs (NORMAND)
177. Current Research on Treatment of Juvenile Delinquents (REGENECE B)
178. Evaluating the Impact of Reform on Crime and Punishment (REGENECE C)
179. Contemporary Issues in the Use of Pretrial Detention (VITRE)
180. Victims and the Criminal Justice System (CARTIER B)
181. Domestic Violence (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
182. The Business of Organized Crime (VICTORIA/YOUVILLE)
183. Prosecution of Corporate and White Collar Crime (CARTIER A)
184. Fear of Crime, Neighborhoods and Community Organizations (DOLLARD)
185. Islamic Law and Islamic Criminal Justice (BRESOLES)

3:00-4:30 PANEL SESSIONS

186. Current Issues in Research in Organized Crime (NORMAND)
187. Implementation of Incident-Based Crime Reporting (VERSAILES)
188. Family Factors in Delinquency and Crime (CARTIER B)
189. State and Deviance: Selected Historical Examples (VITRE)
190. Pornography, Violence and Censorship (BRESOLES)
191. Perspectives on Juvenile Justice (LE ROYAL)
192. Crime Control Policy and Victims (VICTORIA/YOUVILLE)
193. Racial Equity in Criminal Justice Processing (PLACE D'ARMES)
194. Assessing the Effectiveness of Utilitarian Measures: Deterrence, Incapacitation and
   Rehabilitation (CARTIER A)
196. Role of the Division on Women and Crime Within ASC (REGENECE B)
197. Adjustment to Prison (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
198. WORKSHOP: Progressive Alternatives to the Conservative Agenda in American Criminal
   Justice (REGENECE C)
199. Selected Perspectives on Latin American Criminology (AUDITORIUM)
DIVISION ON INTERNATIONAL CRIMINOLOGY MEETING (CARTIER A)

4:45 BRITISH HOME OFFICE TEA BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS
(Open to all participants)

4:45-6:15 ASC BUSINESS MEETING AUDITORIUM

6:15-7:15 NO HOST COCKTAIL HOUR LE FOYER
By the Division on Women and Crime and the Division on International Criminology of ASC

7:30 ANNUAL BANQUET REGENCY A, B, C
Presidential Message: Don M. Gottfredson

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1987

8:00 Registration (LE FOYER)
8:30-10:30 ASC Executive Board (ST. CHARLES)
8:30-12:00 Book Exhibit (REGENCY A)
9:00-12:00 Personnel Employment Service (FIFTH FLOOR SUITE)

9:00-10:30 PANEL SESSIONS
200. Tracking Juvenile Crime Patterns (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
201. Outlaw Motorcycle Clubs: A Transnational Problem (VICTORIA/YOVILLE)
202. Clinical Prognoses and Criminal Behavior (VITRE)
203. Rehabilitating Serious Juvenile Offenders: Results from Recent Experiments (PLACE D'ARMES)
204. Promising Young Scholars Look at Methods and Analysis (LE ROYAL)
205. Cross-Cultural Decisions Within Family Court Services (VERSAILLES)
206. The Intelligence Dimensions of Criminal Enterprise (DOLLARD)
207. Special Topics in Deviance (CARTIER B)
208. Issues in Juvenile Justice Policy (REGENCY C)
209. Public Accountability and Law Enforcement: Complaints Against Police (NORMAND)
210. WORKSHOP: The Publishing Process: An Exchange Between Editors and Scholars (CARTIER A)

10:30 COFFEE BREAK REGENCY A

10:45-12:15 PANEL SESSIONS
211. Decisionmaking in Criminal Justice Settings (VICTORIA)
212. Electronically Monitored Home Detention: Empirical Perspectives (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
213. Cross-National Correlates of Crime (NORMAND)
214. Women's Involvement in Homicide (VITRE)
215. Current Theory and Research in Juvenile Courts (REGENCY C)
216. An Interdisciplinary View of the High-Rate Persistant Violent Offender (CARTIER A & B)
217. Thinking About Crime - The Offender's Perspective (DOLLARD)
218. The Comparative Effectiveness of the Criminal Justice Systems of England and the U.S.A. (LE ROYAL)
219. Police Organizational Strategies for Demand Control (PLACE D'ARMES)
220. Public Opinion, Attitudes and Justice (YOVILLE)
221. Explaining Crime Rate Trends: Cohort, Size and Age Effects (VERSAILLES)
222. Modeling Crime and the Criminal Justice Process (BRESOLES)
223. Stumbling to Action: Toward an Effective Response to Organizational Crime (REGENCY B)
12:30-2:00 PANEL SESSIONS

224. Statistical Models of Criminal Behavior (CARTIER A & B)
225. Classification Research in Criminology (LE ROYAL)
226. Drug Use and Drug Users: Understanding Patterns of Behavior (PLACE D'ARMES)
227. Perspectives on Interpersonal Violence (DOLLARD)
228. Restructuring Probation as an Intermediate Sanction: The Emergence of Intensive Supervision, House Arrest and Electronic Monitoring Programs (VICTORIA)
229. Criminal Law Theory and Social Theory: Tension and Convergence (REGENCE C)
230. Behavior Genetics and Anti-Social Theory: Tension and Convergence (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
231. Segregation, Crime, and Crime Control (BRESOLES)
232. Social Control and Differential Association Theories (NORMAND)
233. Police Accountability (VITRE)
234. Digging Out Effects: Different Approaches to Research (YOUVILLE)
235. Policy Implications of Current Jail Crowding Remedies (VERSAILLES)

2:15-4:00 PANEL SESSIONS

236. AIDS and Criminal Justice (CARTIER A & B)
237. Dynamics of Violent Crime (YOUVILLE)
238. Police Problems: The Old and the New (BONSECOURS/RECOLLETS)
239. Adapting to the Incarceration Setting (VITRE)
240. A Perspective on Police Supervision (LE ROYAL)
241. Addressing Nontraditional Crime (VERSAILLES)
242. Youth, Crime and Justice: Theoretical Perspectives (VICTORIA)
243. The Enactment and Impact of Legislative Reforms (NORMAND)
244. Cost Effectiveness in the Criminal Justice System (PLACE D'ARMES)
245. Mediation: A Necessary Criminal Justice Tool (Canadian and U.S. Perspectives) (DOLLARD)
246. The Future of Fines (REGENCE C)
247. Workshop: Community/Problem-Oriented Policy: Part I (ST. CHARLES)

4:00-5:30 PANEL SESSIONS

248. Realist Criminology (CARTIER A & B)
249. Selected Issues in Jail and Prison Overcrowding (VITRE)
250. Workshop: Community/Problem-Oriented Policy: Part II (ST. CHARLES)
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

The major purpose of each year’s Annual Meeting is to provide a forum for the presentation of the most recent advances in theory and research in Criminology. Certainly many of the sessions deserve to be highlighted given this purpose. The Program Committee has worked hard to facilitate this goal and to make this meeting truly reflective of this year’s theme — CRIMINOLOGY TODAY: COMPARATIVE AND INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH AND PRACTICE. Certain major events are listed here to remind attendees of their time and place. Please note that panel sessions will begin at 9:45 a.m. on Wednesday, November 11 prior to the Opening Plenary.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1987 (PRE-CONVERENCE ACTIVITIES)

9:00-5:00 Workshop on the Design and Use of the National Crime Survey (Colin Loftin and Laura Patterson, Organizers) CARTIER A & B

9:00-5:00 Meeting of the International Sociological Association - ST LAURENT

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1987

8:30-11:00 ASC Executive Board Meeting - ST. CHARLES

8:30-12:00 Meeting of Directors of Criminal Justice Centers - REGENECE B

1:15-2:45 Opening Plenary Session - REGENECE B & C

Presiding: Don M. Gottfredson, President - The American Society of Criminology

Welcome: Hon. Jean Dore, Mayor of Montreal
Hon. Bernard Grenier, President, Société de Criminologie du Québec
and Judge, Cours de Sessions de la Paix

Presentation: Alfred Blumstein, Carnegie-Mellon University
1987 Edwin L. Sutherland Award Winner

3:00-4:30 THE FUTURE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCH: A MULTI-NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE - (Place d'Armes)

Don M. Gottfredson, President, American Society of Criminology
Yvon Dandurand, Director General, Research and Development Directorate, Department of Justice Canada
James K. Stewart, Director, National Institute of Justice, U. S. Department of Justice
Mary Tuck, Director, Research and Planning Unit, British Home Office

4:45-6:15 DELINQUENCY, DRUGS AND THE PRESS - (Cartier A)

Organized by Scientists’ Institute for Public Information
Joan McCord, Temple University
Delbert S. Elliott, University of Colorado at Boulder
Malcolm W. Klein, University of Southern California
Jackson Toby, Rutgers University at New Brunswick
Aric Press, Newsweek
Peter Kerr, The New York Times
Michel Auger, Journal de Montreal

6:15 Cocktail Party Hosted by the Scientists' Institute for Public Information - (Les Courants)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1987

8:00    Breakfast Meeting, Editorial Board, Journal of Quantitative Criminology (St. Charles)

8:00-7:45  Panels with an asterisk (*) in the program indicate international panels with French speaking participants and simultaneous translation facilities contributed by the Socite de Criminologie du Quebec.

9:45-11:15  PRESENTATION OF SELLIN-GLUECK AND AUGUST VOLLMER AWARDS (Regence B & C)

Presiding: Don M. Gottfredson, President, The American Society of Criminology

JEROME MILLER, National Center on Institutions and Alternatives
1987 August Vollmer Award Winner

Special presentation of the Sellin- Glueck Award by THORSTEN SELLIN to MARC ANCEI, Chief Judge, Supreme Court, France 1987 Sellin-Glueck Award Winner

11:30-1:00  ASC NATIONAL POLICY COMMITTEE: POLICY PROPOSITIONS (Place d'Armes)

12:00-2:00  CJAIN Meeting (Bresoles)

1:15-4:00  Division on Women and Crime Meeting (Les Courants)

7:30  Cocktail Party Hosted by The Societe de Criminologie du Quebec, The Solicitor General of Quebec, The Solicitor General of Canada, and The Department of Justice Canada (Regence B)

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1987

8:00  Breakfast Meeting of the International Association for the Study of Organized Crime (St. Laurent)

8:00  Breakfast Meeting Reception of the Edward Sagarin Institute for the Study of Deviance and Social Issues (Versailles/Bresoles)

9:45-11:15  THE STATE OF CRIMINOLOGY: THREE PERSPECTIVES

Presiding: Don M. Gottfredson, President, The American Society of Criminology

Joan McCord, Temple University
Marie Andree Bertrand, University of Montreal
John Braithwaite, Australian National University

3:00-4:30  ROLE OF THE DIVISION OF WOMEN AND CRIME WITHIN ASC (Regence B)

4:30  Division on International Criminology Meeting (Cartier A)

4:45  British Home Office Tea (Bonsecours/Recollets)

4:45-6:15  ASC Business Meeting (Auditorium)

6:15-7:15  No Host Cocktail Hour hosted by the Division on Women and Crime and the Division on International Criminology of ASC (Le Foyer)

7:00  Annual Banquet (Regence B & C)

Presidential Address: Don M. Gottfredson, President  
The American Society of Criminology